Learning Resource Centre University of Management and Technology, Lahore has organized a workshop on “Communication Skills in Today’s Competitive World” on Thursday, 14 January 2016 at 2:00 to 4:00pm at University of Management and Technology, Lahore.

The workshop is aimed at learn strategies for communicating your message clearly, understand the different communication styles and learn how to adapt to others and receive feedback on your communication approach.

Mr Muhammad Rizwan Junaid was the resource person of the workshop. He is Deputy General Manager Pakistan Institute of Management (PIMS) Lahore. He did brief in the workshop about communication skills and successful communicators are usually credited with having the gift of influencing or persuading in ways to which others can easily relate. Conversely for some, unique distinctions in personal styles may act to block their ability to influence and persuade others.

Communication Skills Training Program, took part in an engaging interactive, discovery process, with real-world situations helped the participants uncover their preferred communication style. The participants learned to apply newly acquired communication skills designed to enhance both personal and professional relationships. By establishing a simple conversational dialogue, this Communication Skills Training Program demonstrated ways to developed meaningful relationships with colleagues and teammates.

At the end of the workshop Mr Rafiq Awan (Clo) LRC presented the souvenir from UMT to the guest speaker Mr Rizwan Junaid and appreciated his best approach in communication skills.
Mr Rafiq Awan, Director Research & Chief Library Officer of Learning Resource Centre UMT – Lahore is jointly invited from The Quality Enhancement Cell (QEC) & The University of Faisalabad Libraries to conduct a workshop on “Writing an Article That Gets Published” on 9th Feb 2016 in TUF Faisalabad. Mr Rafiq Awan as guest speaker stressed that most of our researchers do write research articles but they fail to get them published in Impact Factor Journals. All the Research journals, with little variation, have set well defined parameters to get the article published and our researchers usually neglect these boundaries. He emphasized on every aspect of the Research Article and even minutest details that fetch a publication. The faculty and the research scholars from local Universities and The University of Faisalabad appreciated the efforts of the Quality Enhancement Cell (QEC), Mr. Rafiq Awan and hoped that such events would be instrumental in ensuring research endeavors to culminate in publications.
Learning Resource Centre organized a two days workshop on IEEE at University of Management and Technology, Lahore on 15-16 Feb, 2016. The objective of the workshop was to enable the participants to discovery and access to leading scientific and technical content published by the IEEE and IEEE publishing partners. The IEEE Xplore Challenge is an online contest in which researchers are asked to submit correct answers to a set of questions for Researchers in Pakistan is a new initiative designed specifically to promote scientific excellence in research across Pakistan. The workshop came ended February 16, 2016 with vote of thanks and souvenirs presentation by the Dr Sajjad H Shami Professor, Chairperson Department of Electrical Engineering of UMT and also spoke the occasion.

IEEE is world’s largest professional association for the advancement of technology and a leading authority on areas ranging from Aerospace Systems, Computers and Telecommunications To Biomedical Engineering, Electric Power and Consumer Electronics. IEEE through IEEE Xplore ® Digital Library provides access to its core collection of journals in Electrical Engineering, Computing, Biotechnology, Telecommunications, Power and Energy, and Dozens of other Technologies. Whether you are part of a large organization or an independent researcher, there is an IEEE subscription option for you at IEEE Xplore® Digital Library.
LRC Visited Lahore International Book Fair 2016 at Expo Centre Johar Town.

Lahore International Book was held in Expo Center Johar Town, Lahore, on 4-8 February, 2016. This year marked the 30th edition of this international book fair held by LIBF trust. A large number of book sellers and publishers from Pakistan and other countries participate in this book fair. With the passage of time, this book fair has grown into one important event in the calendar of Lahore. A large number of UMT faculty members, students and LRC Officers visited on last day of the book fair and purchased books of their interests.
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